Abstract -Remote Sensing is the science and art of acquiring information (spectral, spatial, and temporal) about material objects, area, or phenomenon, without coming into physical contact with them ad plays a significant role in feature extraction. In the present paper, implementation of color mapping index method is analyzed to extract features from RSI in spectral domain. Color indexing is applied after fixing the index value to the pixels of selected ROI (Region of Interest) of RSI and there by clustering based on these index values. Color mapping, which is also called tone mapping can be used to apply color transformations on the final image colors of the ROI. The process of color map indexing is a color map approximation approach on RSI for feature extraction includes designing appropriate algorithm, its implementation and discussion on the results of such implementation on ROI.
INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, digital number values (DN) of the selected remote sensing image (RSI) are studied to understand the image mining technique to extract features in spectral domain. In remote sensing, information transfer is accomplished by use of electromagnetic radiation (EMR), which is a form of energy that reveals its presence by the observable effects it produces when it strikes the matter. The electromagnetic radiation (EMR), which is reflected or emitted from an object, is the usual source of remote sensing data. This is represented in the combination of pixels and stored in the digital media for analysis and predications using data mining technique such as color indexing and color mapping as discussed in the present study.
II. METHODOLOGY
In color index method color impact of the [R, G, B] of each pixel are considered to form clusters from RSI. The color values adopted in the present study coincides with the common color values observed in the Microsoft tools. Based on the color map table values, the pixels are formed as a cluster and its features are manipulated. The classification is based on the index value of color mapping which is used for the image representation process. The mapping process is implemented by Color map approximation and these conversions are based on the "dither" as well as "no-dither" methods. In dither , the original image value will be consider with the exclusion of noise and the collusion of the digital image, but in no -dither process, the image is processed as it is without the consideration of noise and collusion. Color map index, color values of the pixels could be truncated to lower levels, for example 0-255 colors presented in the present study may be truncated to 128 or 64 color values based on the computing system. It takes the converted pixel value, as explained in the uniform quantization method, as initial data input. 
III. EXPERIMENT
The preprocessed and rectified image selected for classification is of size (400,400) with the area of 381747 Sq.M 2. The value of the area is arrived by computing the product of spatial resolution of the image, in this case 23.5 mts, with the number of pixels in the image. This classification approach is Color map approximation method fixes the index by matching colors in RGB with the nearest color. As per the RGB color map scheme, the pixels are clustered and the clusters pixel values and its ranges are presented in Table 1In the color map approximation, the DN range values of pixels of the RSI are distributed in all the eight clusters. All these DN range values derived from the above methodcolor map -are also given as image output as shown in the Figure 1 . From the figure, it is evident that major features of RSI could be extracted without much confusion or overlapping while applying this algorithm. The output images of clusters as derived from the color map algorithm shows in the form of recognizable pattern of pixels and exactly replicate the DN range values as observed in Table 1 . From Table 2 , it is observed that the percentage of pixels of various features within a cluster is equal and mixing of pixels is evidently carried over in the second level iteration too. DN range of pixels in the first cluster suggests predominant presence of waterbody, crop and scrub together and barren soil. In the second cluster, features such as plantation and scrub are observed. But in all the other clusters, DN range values suggest predominant presence of one particular feature such as scrub, water body, crop and soil moisture. Such narrow separation in range values, in turn positively contribute to separate and cluster pixels aiding in feature extraction.
IV. CONCLUSION
The color map index approach of common index value for feature extraction from RSI assisted in determining the unknown range values of the features in the ROI. The features and their common index values that are extracted have been derived from implementing color Indexed map algorithmic technique. In each level, the same numbers of clusters (eight clusters) are selected for the process. It needs iteration to produce clusters of valid or sensible features. Otherwise, it may in the first iteration produce large set of mixed pixel or create confusion among pixels, which forms the limitation of this procedure. But still predominant features, in this case agriculture, barren land, fallow, scrub, waterbody and soil moisture could be extracted with lesser confusion among pixel groups or clusters from the selected ROI.
